Works Cited Page: Print Publications (nonperiodicals)

Books, not monographs (books with a single author).

There are 7 elements to consider:

1. Name of author (if signed). 2. Title of the piece. 3. Title of the work. 4. Editor, compiler. 5. City of publication, name of publisher and year of publication. 6. Pages in some cases. Not used in cases of alphabetic arrangement. 7. Medium of publication (Print).

Each major element is followed by a period, except publisher/sponsor which is followed by a comma.

Special considerations by type or element with some samples.

1. An Anthology or compilation.

   Begin with name of editor or compiler (name reversed – EACH name followed with a comma). Abbreviate ed. (for editor) or comp. (for compilers). Title of the work italicized and followed by a period. Publication information (Place: Publisher, Year). Medium.


2. A work in an anthology.

   Add the author and title of the piece before the title of the book. Use Quotation marks. Page numbers of the full piece after the publication information.


   Encyclopedia & dictionary entries. If signed, give author’s name first. Sometimes the article will be signed with initials. There is usually a table at the front of the book with full identification. Widely used reference books do not need full publication information.

